



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Early Edo-period guidebooks to Edo
patterned after Kyoto guidebooks, and famous sites mentioned in them.
DESEATNICOVA Ksenia
Abstract
In the article we analyzed the formation of the Edo period guidebooks,
travel culture and the space of places of attraction in Edo during the
Early Edo period (1603-1867) as seen in several well-known guidebooks
(itiitS) of this period made in accordance with the Kyoto guidebooks
pattern.
The general term for the places of attraction is meisho (£i0f), but in
the Edo period this word had more than one meaning, and its
interpretation changed together with the development of travel and
sightseeing culture.
At this time the political center of Edo could not yet compete with
Kyoto. Kyoto was the miyako (?|$), the seat of the emperor, and the
cultural center with a developed urban character. But Edo successfully
used the patterns of Kyoto's guidebooks and the features of sightseeing
culture, gradually gaining a reputation as the country's main city ("iff1$).
By studying and comparing the types of meisho objects shown in the
Kyoto and Edo guidebooks of the Early Edo period, we tried to see the
main trends of the Edo's meisho space.
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